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On Singular Compactifications

Keun Park and Je Yoon Lee

1. Introduction

In [81 J.P.Guglielmi proposed the open question under which condi

tion on X, aX is equal to sup{X Uf S(f) I aX > UrS(f)} for any compactifi

cation aX of X. Since aX〉UfS(f) if and only if f G Sa, J.P.Guglie- 

Imi s problem can be fe오tated as follows ； Under which condition 

on X, is aX equal to sup{X UfS(f) I f G Sa} for any conpactification 

aX of X? R.E.Chandler[4] showed that if X is non-pseudocompact, 

then the Stone-Cech compactification of X is equal to sup{XUfS(f) 

I f GS*} and also he showed that if X is a retractive space, then 

the Stone-Cech compactification of X is equal to sup{XufS(f) I fUS*}.

In this note, we give some conditions under which aX is equal 

to sup{XUfS(f) I f ESa} for any compactification aX of X, and give 

some examples.

2 Singular compactifications

Throughout this note, the topological 응pace X is assumed to be 

locally compact and all topological spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff.

In [21 the singular set S(f) is defined n {Cl(f(X—F)) I F is compact 

in X} for a continuous map of X to Y, where "Cl” denotes the 

closure operates And f is c시led singular if S(f)=Y. For a singular
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map f of X to a compace space Y, a Hausdorff compactification, 

which is called a singular compactification, is defined as follows ； 

Let the open sets in X be as they were in the original topology 

on X. For p G Y, a b효sic neighborhood of p is defined to be any 

set of the form Uuf”(U)~~F where U is an open neighborhood of 

p in Y. This topological space on XuS(f)=XuY is denoted by X 

(jS(f)=X(jY is denoted by X(jfS(f) (M, [5]).

We will denote C*(X) the set of all continuous and bounded map 

of X to R(the real line with the usual topology) and Ca the set 

of all continuous and bounded maps of X to R with the extension 

to a Hausdorff compactification aX of X. Let S*={f GC*(x) I f is 

si理러ar S^={fWC이 f is singular} for any compactific^ton aX of 

X. Then, it is true that S*구hp and since all constant map 

are singular.

In 1982. B J.Ball and S.YokuraCl] introduced the concept of determi

ning set. For each subset F of C*(X), let K(F) be 나le subfamily 

of the family of all Hausdorff compactifications of X such that K(F) 

consists of all compactifications of X to which each element of F 

can be extended. If K(F) has the smallest element aX, then aX 

is said to be determined by F, and denoted by aFX. It is easily 

shown that every subset of C*(X) determines a compactification of 

X if X is locally compact. And then, he showed the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1 [1]. For any subset F of C*(X) and any compactifica

tion aX of X, the followings are equivalent

(1) F determines a compactification and apX=aX.

(2) F C Ca and F1 separates points of aX—X where F1 is the subset 

{f £ C*(aX): fa is an extension of f and f EF} of C*(aX).
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Theorem 2.2. Let f GC*. Then, XijfS(f) is the smallest compatifi- 

cation of X to which f can be extended.

Proof. Let aX=X(jS(f) and define fa * aX—->S(f) given by 

8(x)=f(x) if x GX and f(x) = x otherwise. Then, it is easily shown 

that f1 is a continuous extension of f and it is trivial that f separates 

points of ctX—X. Since X is locally compact, aX is the smallest 

compactification of X to which f can be extended, by theorem 2. 

1.

Corollary 2.3. For any subset F of S*, sup{XijiS(f) i fGF} 

is thfi smallest compactification of X to which F can be exten

ded.

Proof. Since sup{XijfS(f) I f GF} > XtjfS(f)} for any f in F, it 

follows that F can be extended to sup{XijfS(f) I f GF}. If aX is a 

Hausdorff compactification of X to which F can be extended, then 

for any f in F, aX > Xi丄S(f) by theorem 22 Hence, we have that 

aX > 1 f GF1. 자、d so sun^XUfS(f) * f GF! is the smallest com

pactification of X to which F can be extended.

Using abo드e Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3, we obtain the following 

corollary which is proved by R. E. Chandler and G. D. FaulknerC4].

CoroUary 2.4. aX=sup{X【』S(f) I feSa} if and only if {f eC*(aX) 

I f1 is an extension of f and fUS。} separates points of aX~X.

3* Main results

For a completely regular space X, X is called a retractive space 

if and only if there is a retration of pX onto pX~X.
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Theorem 3.1[6]. If X is a retractive space, then X is locally 

compact and pseudocompact

Lemma 3.2C81 For a compactification aX of X, aX is a singular 

compactification if and only if there exists a retraction of aX onto 

aX-X.

Theorem 3.3[4j. If X is non—pseudocomapact, then 

px-sup{Xufs(f)! fes*}.

We generalize the theorem of R.E.Chandler ： “If X is a retractive 

space, then pX=sup{XufS(f) I feS*}.M and give some answers on 

the probJem given by J. P. GuglielmL

Theorem 3.4. If aX i옹 a singular compactification, then aX is 

equal to sup{XijfS(f) I f GS*}.

Prooof. Suppose that h is a singular map of X to Y where 

S(h)=Y is compact and aX=X(jhS(h). Sincd the compact space Y 

is embeddable to the cube, there exists and embedding n of Y to 

{줄人 L where and L is a closed interval in R. For any A, GA, let 

파1:恶  히^ be a projection and let F={px ° n 0 h I XGA}. Then, 

it is obvious that F is a subset of C*(X). Since aX=XckS(h), there 

exists unique extension hQ of h to aX with ha(aX) = Y. Hence, we 

have that for any X G A, px ° n ° htt is an extension of px ° n ° h to 

aX. And so, ° n ° h G Ca. Next, we will 아that p；, ° n ° h is singular. 

Let Z=Cl(px° n(Y)), then Z is compact since it is closed in the 

compact space L. For any compact subset A of X,

Z D Cl(6 ° n ° h(X—A)

= Cl(Cl(p/7T0h(X-A)))
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□ Cl(px ° n(Cl(h(X—A)))) since px is continuous 

=Cl(pA ° tt(Y)) since h is singular 

=Z.

Hence, we have that Z=c{Cl(p人。了］。h(X—A)) I A is compact in 

X}. Therefore, for any X GA, p人。丁uh is singular. Finally, we will 

show that P— (fa I fa is an extension of f to aX, f GF} separates 

points of aX—X, that is, for any yb y2(^) GaX—X, there exists 

a 入 € A such that (a。p。h)a (yj 手(p人 ° n ° h)a (y2) where (px ° n ° ha) 

is an extension of ° n ° h to aX. In 나le above progress, we know 

that h%yi)=yi andha(y2)=y2 since yb y2 CaX—X and aX=XUhS(h). 

Since n is embedding, we have that 分.Since ° nG ha

is an extension of px ° n ° h and the extension is unique, (px ° n 0 h)a 

is equal to px 0 jt 0 ha. The fact that n(yi)#7r(y2) implies that there 

is a X G A such that px ° 丁KyDHp人 ° n(y2), and so (p人。亓。h)a (y%)p人 ° n 0 ha 

(yO—pA ° 亓(yD 尹 p人 ° n(y2)==px ° n ° ha(y2)=(pA ° n ° h)a(y2). Hence, F1 sepa- 

rate옹 points of aX—X. Therefore, by Corollary 24, aX=sup{X UfS(f) 

i f eF). But since FCSa; aX=sup{X u^S(f) I f CF}<sup{XufS(f) I 

fUS° and so, aX — sup{X(jfS(f) I f GSa because of sup{XijfS(f) I f GSa} 

<aX by Corollary 2.3. This completes the proof.

Corollary 3.5. If X is a retractive space, then 以X=sup{X UfS(f) 

1 f GSa} for any compactification aX of X.

Proof. Let r be a retraction of &X to pX—X and let <j) be 

the natural projection of PX to aX・ Define r ： aX ->aX-X gi

ven by r=(|"ax-x。r。Then, it is obvious that r is well-defi

ned, ontinuous map with r |ax~x=l ax—x. Hence, aX=sup{X UfS 

(0 I f GSa} by Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 34
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We obtain R. E. Chandler s nieorem as a Corollary.

Corollary 3.6. K X is a retractive space, then the Stone-Cech 

Compactification PX of X is equal to sup{XufS(f) I fGS*}.

In above, we showed that if X is a retractive space, then aX=snp 

{XUfS(f) I f GSa} for any compactific가ion aX, and this implies that 

pX=sup(XUfS(f) I ffS하. But, the converses don t hold as you see 

in examples below. First, we give an example in which pX=sup{XutS(D 

I f GS*}, but aX尹sup{XijfS(f) I f GSa} for some compactification aX 

of X.

Example 3.7. Let X=R with the usual topology. Sine은 R is 

non-pseudocompact, pX=sup{X(jfS(f) GS*j by Theorem 3.3. Let aX 

be the compactification of X with two points remainder. If aX is 

a singular compactification, then there exists a singular map f : X--->

{a, b}. Then, f(X)={a} or f(X)= {바 since R is connected and f 

is continuous. But this contradicts to Cl(f(X))= {a, b}. Hence, aX 

is not a singular compactification. If aX—sup{XUiS(f) ! fGSa}? then 

XurS(f) < aX for any f in Sa, and so, X(jfS(f) is the one-point 

compactification for any f GSa. Hence, aX=sup{X U/S(f) I f G Sa} is 

the one・poi됴t compactification, which is a contradiction*

Next, we give an example in which X is not a retractive space, 

but aX=sup{XtjfS(f) 1 f GSa} for any compactification aX of X.

Lemma 3.8[4丄 If f G-C, then f，(aX—X)=S(f)・

Recall that a directed set A is a partially ordered set with the 

following property ； for any a, (3 G A, there is a X in A such that 

a 스、and P<A.
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Lemma 3.9[9] Let X be a compact space, A a directed set 

and Aa a closed, connected and non-empty subset of X for any a GA. 

If AaGfor a, PGA with P<a, then 怎 Aa is connected.

Example 3.10. Let X=[0, oo) with the usual topology. Then, 

X is not a retractive space by Theorem 3.1, since X is not pseudocom- 
03

pact. First, we will show that aX~X— Q CLx(Xn) for any compac- 

tification aX of X where Xn=[n, k). Since aX=Clax(X)=CLx(XnU CO, 

n])=Clax(Xn)u EO, nl and [0, n] CX, we have that aX=Clax(Xn)u 

CO, n] —X CCLC^n). Hence, aX~X C n CL(Xn). For converse, if x 
一 一 n 그]

GX, then there exists 교n open neighborhood U of x in X such 

that CL(U) is compact since X is locally compact. And there exists 

an n in N such that CkGJ) C [0, n). And so, x £ CLJX—Ck(U)) 

and CLJX—CL(U)) QClg(X—[Q n)), this implies that x 季 CLx(X—[0, 

n))=Clax(Xn). Hence, aX—X D CLQQ D Clax(X). Since Xn is con

nected for any n, we have that aX—X is connected for any compactifiac- 

tion aX of X by Lemina 3.9. Given compactification aX of X let 

p, q(^) GaX~X, then there exists a continuous map f from aX 

to EO, 口 with f(p) = O and f(q)=l. Since f is continuous and aX~X 

is connected, f(aX~X) is connected. Because of f(a—X) gEO, 1X f(p)~0 

and f(q)=l, we have that f(aX—X) —[0, 11 Let g=fL. Since g 

has an extension f to aX, by Lemma 3.8, S(g)=f(aX—X)=[O, 11 

Hence, we have that g is a singular map. And so, g is an element 

of Sa and f(p)#f(q). Therefore, S° separates points of aX~X. By 

Corollary 2.4, we know that aX=sup(X UfS(f) I f €Sa}.
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